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HFIA Selected to Manage La‘i‘ōpua Preserves

he Department of Hawaiian Home Lands
(DHHL) has selected HFIA to assist in the implementation of their La‘i‘ōpua Plant Mitigation
and Preserve Restoration Plan (LPMPRP). Working
with community stakeholders, HFIA will work with
DHHL to restore, develop, and manage the endangered
plant preserves at the Villages of La‘i‘ōpua in Kealakehe, North Kona, on Hawai‘i Island.
The LPMPRP outlines strategies to protect endangered plants and restore dryland habitat on approximately 70 acres within the 570-acre Villages of
La‘i‘ōpua. DHHL is building an estimated 1,700
homes for Native Hawaiians who qualify under the Hawaiian Homes Act. This project will substantially assist
them in providing for approximately 17,000 native Hawaiians on the statewide DHHL beneficiary waitlist.
HFIA is assembling an experienced forest management team to implement this project. Educator and Hawaiian Culture Expert, Keoki Apokolani Carter will fill
the important role of Outreach and Community Engagement Coordinator. Ka’ūpūlehu Dryland Forest
Preserve Manager, Wilds Pihanui Brawner will be the
La‘i‘ōpua Startup Site Manager and Ka’ūpūlehu Education and Outreach Coordinator, Yvonne Yarber
Carter will serve as Education and Outreach Advisor.
A full time Restoration Technician will be brought onboard, along with contractors to assist with invasive
weed control. HFIA Director Sally Rice will oversee
the project, which will be managed by HFIA Executive
Director, Heather Gallo.
Implementation of the Restoration Plan will entail
developing plant preserves that will protect the endangered plants aupaka (Isodendrion pyrifolium) and
uhiuhi (Caesalpinia kavaiensis). The Plan was pre-

pared by a multi-disciplinary team lead by consultant
Leonard Bisel Associates, LLC.
The aupaka and uhiuhi are among the rarest plants on
Earth. Only a few individuals of aupaka shrub are
known to still live in the wild; a few dozen more have
been grown from seed in nearby nurseries and botanical
gardens. Only about
100 uhiuhi, a tree
with dense, nearlyblack heartwood, still
grow in the wild.
Other rare plants
growing within the
project area are listed
in the “Native and
Polynesian Plants of
La‘i‘ōpua” table below.
In addition to
protecting the endangered and rare plants,
HFIA will focus on
mitigating the loss of
existing and potential
habitat. Through the
Aupaka (Isodendrion pyrifolium)
creation of the preserves
and effective management, this project will help in the
recovery of these species by increasing their numbers
and restoring the currently degraded habitat. The project
will protect the endangered plants and restore habitat
within four preserves, including: an 11-acre “Uhiuhi Preserve”; a 26.6-acre “Aupaka Preserve”; a four-acre
“Lesser Aupaka Preserve”; and a 28-acre
“Archaeological Preserve”.
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Dry forest ecosystems are among the most endangered ecosystems in the world and have been reduced
to a very small fraction of their original extent. This
forest is a valuable resource worthy of conservation
and the significant effort that will be required to protect and restore it. A healthy native forest at
La‘i‘ōpua will encourage the rare and endangered
plants to become self-perpetuating through natural
reproduction.
In addition to restoration and management of the
Preserves, an important part of the project will include
providing innovative learning and site stewardship
opportunities for West Hawai’i youth and other community members. A restored forest will provide an
opportunity for gathering, cultural practices, and ways
to learn about native forest ecosystems. HFIA will
apply what it has learned through its Ka’ūpūlehu Dryland Forest Outreach program “Ho’ola Ka
Makana’ā” (Healing The Place Budding Up Out Of
The Lava) to the La‘i‘ōpua outreach program. The
“Ho’ola Ka Makana’ā” program provides land-based
learning experiences relating to native dryland plants
and serves community groups, students, teachers, scientists and cultural practitioners.
HFIA will work with the Hawaiian community
living in the area to make the outreach program a high
quality, authentic learning experience. This project

will instill in the
homesteaders at
La‘i‘ōpua a sense
of their historic
and cultural landscape. The plants
to be restored are
part
of
their
’ohana. Opportunities to relearn
those connections Uhiuhi (Caesalpinia kavaiensis)
and to nurture and
care for their family members are important to the success and well-being of this new community.
Plans for the first year will include creating a dryland forest walking garden, which will provide an area
for outreach and education. The garden will provide an
ideal initial phase for training volunteers and an appropriate place to learn and teach. It will provide access
for community leaders, kupuna, and others who are vital to community success. The walking garden will be
an excellent beginning focal point and provide
“visibility” of progress made at the Preserves.
HFIA will be working with DHHL to finalize the
management contract, which is anticipated to be completed after the first of the year. For more information
about the La‘i‘ōpua Preserves project, go to
www.hawaii.gov/dhhl/development-projects/lai-opua.

Native and Polynesian Plants of La‘i‘ōpua
Native Hawaiian Plants
Endemic Plants
Endangered
Aupaka
Uhiuhi

Rare Endemic
Ko‘oko‘olau
Maiapilo
‘Ohe Makai

Not Rare
Endemic
Lama
Māmane
‘Iliahi
Wiliwili
Doryopteris

Indigenous
‘A‘ali‘i
Alahe‘e
Huehue
‘Ilie‘e
‘Ilima
Kākalaioa
Koali
Kolomona
Naio
‘Uhaloa
‘Ala‘ala wai nui

Source: La‘i‘ōpua Plant Mitigation and Preserve Restoration Plan.

Polynesian
Introduction
Kukui
Noni
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In the Spotlight
Featuring HFIA Business Member Mats Fogelvik

R

enown designer, artist, and woodworker Mats Fogelvik was born in Sweden in 1959. In
1987, he attended an art and furniture making school in Stockholm and worked as a
teacher for woodshop classes in 1988. His world adventures landed him on Maui in
1991. Since then he has been a full time woodworker and furniture maker.
"I grew up in an arts and crafts family", Mats says. "We still have a living tradition of
woodworking in Sweden, and I was surrounded by old and new furniture in my youth. I
have a rich inspirational source to draw from in the Scandinavian heritage and traditions”.
Mats is attracted to simplicity, beauty and function in a form. “I believe a lot of furniture
nowadays is "over designed". There is a fine balance between beauty, function, and sculptural value in a piece, and
I am not afraid of using old, well-proven designs in my work, to achieve that. It doesn't take a big change to add a
"personal touch" to a piece. Too much, and the balance is thrown off.”
Mats creates pieces with a "one of a kind quality". His goal is to create pieces that his customers are able to
recognize and connect with on an emotional level. “I believe wood is a living material, and I am excited about
bringing out the soul within, to make the wood express itself. Listen carefully, and you will hear my furniture
speak to you!"
Mats specialty is custom made handcrafted furniture and interior woodwork. He also creates studio furniture
for sale and display in galleries. His main medium is koa wood, however he also uses other local and exotic high
quality hardwoods”.
Mats is the Secretary of HFIA and Past President and co-founder of the Maui Woodworker’s Guild. His work
has been featured in Art Maui, Woods of Hawai’i, Hawai’i Craftsmen Statewide Juried Exhibition, Inspired Hands,
HGTV’s Modern Masters, A Custom Furniture Source Book, and most recently the Contemporary Hawai’i Woodworkers book. His work has won numerous awards including first place in the furniture category in HFIA’s 2009
Hawaii’s Woodshow. Visit Mats on the web at www.fogelvik.com. See the beautiful new Contemporary Hawai’i
Woodworkers book at www.contemporaryhawaiiwoodworkers.com.

Mats Fogelvik’s “Wailuaiki” crafted from koa and other Hawaiian and exotic hardwoods.
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Koa Auction Raises Funds for Pana‘ewa Zoo Discovery Forest

H

FIA raised over $5,600 through the Koa Auction
Fundraiser for the Pana‘ewa Zoo Discovery Forest project, to be located at Pana‘ewa Rainforest
Zoo & Gardens in Hilo. The demonstration forest,
which will provide recreational and educational opportunities for community residents and visitors, will
include a one-acre native forest that will demonstrate

native plants and feature aviaries with native Hawaiian birds; a two-acre plantation forest demonstrating
high value hardwoods and agro-forestry; and an interpretive kiosk and signage, plant identification labels,
walking trails, benches, and a network of media including brochures, news articles, and web pages.

!

Mark Your Calendars!

Mauka-Makai Ka’ūpūlehu Connections Not Forgotten

Kalaemanō Cultural Center
February 25, 2010
6 PM - 7:15 PM

Join the Hawai’i Forest Institute for a free informal talk story, "Mauka-Makai: Ka’ūpūlehu
Connections Not Forgotten" at the Kalaemanō Cultural Center in North Kona This cultural
ecology talk will address ahupua’a perspectives that connect the Ka’ūpūlehu dryland forest and coastal community.
Speakers:
Ku’ulei Keakealani
Yvonne Yarber Carter
Keoki Apokolani Carter
Wilds Pihanui Brawner
Hosted by:
Kalaemanō Cultural Center at Ka’ūpūlehu
Sponsored by:
Hawai’i Forest Institute
A&B Foundation
County of Hawai’i Department of Research and Development
Ho’ola Ka Makana’a— Ka’ūpūlehu Mauka Dryland Forest
For more information, contact HFIA at 808-933-9411.
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Roots of Inspiration: Contemporary Functional Furniture Exhibit
The Roots of Inspiration: Contemporary Functional Furniture exhibit was held at the Maui Arts and
Cultural Center November 10 through December 23.
The concept for the Roots of Inspiration exhibit came
from the well known Maui furniture maker, Peter Naramore. His source of inspiration was an exhibition
at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, titled “New
American Furniture: The Second Generation of Studio Furnituremakers”. Their concept in 1989 was to
invite a group of renowned furniture makers to use
antique furniture as a point of inspiration to create
unique new “studio furniture.”

The 2009 adaptation brought together 18 of the
finest woodworkers from around the state, exhibiting
newly created furniture inspired by artifacts, antiquities, or architecture of Hawaiian origin. Many of the
artists specialize in inlay, carving, turning and veneer
work. Most of them make their living from building
furniture and are consistently involved in the reinterpretation of familiar, useful furniture forms.
This distinguished group of furniture makers offers
an unparalleled collection of contemporary studio
furniture. To see more Roots of Inspiration photos,
go to www.koafurniturehawaii.com/roots/index.html.

Biedermeier Goes Fishing by Stephen Hynson.

Small Chest by John Wittenburg.

Waipunalei Cabin by Jay Warner.

Four Post Bed by Douglas McD Philpotts.

Photos by Mats Fogelvik
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Mark Your Calendars!
Koa: Standing the Test of Time Forum
Hosted by:
Hawai’i Forest Institute
Friday, March 26th
10 AM-11:30 AM
Academy Arts Center, Honolulu Academy of Arts Conference Room

Featuring Keynote Speaker Dr. Paul Scowcroft
Moderated by Dr. Travis Idol
Sponsored by:
A&B Foundation
Hawai’i Forest Industry Association
Hawai’i Department of Agriculture
County of Hawai’i Department of Research and Development

Koa: Standing the Test of Time Forum
The free Koa: Standing the Test of Time Forum will present information on the
history and future of koa forests as one of Hawaii's most ecologically, culturally,
and economically important tree species. The purpose of the forum is to generate
renewed interest in the importance of trees and forests to the economic, ecological, and social well-being of Hawai’i. The Forum will coincide with the Hawaii’s
Woodshow, which showcases furniture, bowls, sculpture, musical instruments, and
other items handcraft from koa and other Hawaiian hardwoods. A presentation on
koa as a native forest species and an actively managed species will provide a
broader perspective to highlight the importance of continuing efforts at conservation, restoration, and sustainable management.
For more information, contact HFIA at 808-933-9411.
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ITTO: Changing realities for tropical forest managers

I

f there is one constant these days, it is
that nothing is constant. This is certainly
so for tropical forest management. In
recent years the underlying drivers of tropical deforestation have shifted profoundly,
prompting conservationists to reassess their
strategies for protecting forests. Those in
the tropical timber industry need to think
hard about these new realities. If they fail to do so, they
will increasingly be considered part of the forestconservation problem, rather than part of the solution.
The arguments below build upon a recently published essay (Butler and Laurance 2008). Aspects of the argument
are inevitably simplistic because of generalizations across
many nations and regions in the tropics, but the overall
case is broadly valid.
Changing drivers of deforestation
Tropical forests are disappearing fast—at a current
pace of around 13 million hectares a year, according to the
FAO (2005). While this rate has remained roughly constant over the past few decades, the underlying causes of
deforestation have shifted quite dramatically—from
mostly subsistence-driven deforestation through the
1980s, to far more industrial-driven deforestation more
recently (Geist and Lambin 2002; Rudel 2005).
Beginning around the end of World War II and continuing through the late 1980s, tropical deforestation was
largely promoted by government policies for rural development. These included agricultural loans, tax incentives,
and road construction, all spurred by rapid population
growth in tropical nations (Rudel 2005). Such initiatives,
especially evident in countries such as Brazil and Indonesia, promoted large influxes of colonists into frontier areas
and often caused alarming forest loss.
The idea that rural farmers and shifting cultivators
were responsible for most deforestation (Myers 1993)
prompted conservation strategies, such as Integrated Conservation and Development Projects (ICDPS), that attempted to link nature preservation with sustainable rural
development (McNeely 1988). Today, however, few consider ICDPS to have been successful. Critics point to
weaknesses in their design and implementation and the
fact that local peoples typically used ICDPS funds to bolster their incomes, rather than replace the benefits they
gain from exploiting nature (Brandon and Wells 1992;
Ferraro 2001; Johannesen and Skonhoft 2005).
More recently, however, the impacts of rural peoples
on tropical forests seem to be stabilizing. Although many
tropical nations still have considerable population growth,

strong urbanization trends (except in SubSaharan Africa) mean that rural populations
are growing more slowly, and are even declining in some areas (U.N. 2004). The
popularity of large-scale frontiercolonization programs has also waned
(Fearnside 1997; Rudel 2005). If such
trends continue, they could begin to alleviate some pressures on forests from small-scale farming,
hunting, and fuel-wood gathering (Wright and MullerLandau 2006).
At the same time, globalized financial markets and a
worldwide commodity boom have created a highly attractive environment for the private sector. Under these conditions, large-scale agriculture—crops, livestock, and tree
plantations—by corporations and wealthy landowners is
increasingly emerging as the biggest direct cause of tropical deforestation (Rudel 2005; Nepstad et al. 2006). Surging demand for grains and edible oils, driven by the global
thirst for biofuels and rising standards of living in developing countries, is also spurring this trend (Von Braun
2007; Scharlemann and Laurance 2008). In Brazilian
Amazonia, for instance, large scale ranching has exploded
in recent years, with the number of cattle more than tripling (from 22 to 74 million head) since 1990 (Smeraldi
and May 2008), while industrial soy farming has also
grown dramatically (Fearnside 2001).
Other industrial activities, especially logging, mining,
and petroleum development, are also playing a critical but
indirect role in forest destruction (Laurance et al. 2001;
Asner et al. 2005; Finer et al. 2008). These provide a key
economic impetus for forest road-building, which in turn
allows influxes of colonists, hunters, and miners into frontier areas, often leading to rapid forest disruption and cycles of land speculation (Walker 1987; Laurance 2001,
2004). Even staunch advocates of sustainable timber management concede that industrial logging in the tropics has
catalyzed more forest destruction than forest conservation
(Mason and Putz 2001).
Changing conservation strategies
While the recent surge in industrial-scale deforestation
is alarming, it also signals potential new opportunities for
forest conservation (Butler and Laurance 2008). Rather
than attempting to influence hundreds of millions of forest
colonists in the tropics—a daunting challenge—
proponents of conservation are increasingly focusing their
attention on a vastly smaller number of resourceexploiting corporations. Many of these are either multinational firms or domestic companies seeking access to in-
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Food vs. forest: Small scale cultivators in Gabon. Photo: W. Laurance

ternational markets, which forces them to exhibit some sensitivity to the growing environmental concerns of global
consumers and shareholders. When they err, such corporations are vulnerable to attacks on their public image.
Today, few corporations can safely ignore the environment. A growing cadre of conservation groups is targeting
corporate transgressors, mobilizing support via consumer
boycotts and public-awareness campaigns. For example,
following an intense public crusade, Greenpeace recently
pressured the largest soy crushers in Amazonia to implement a moratorium on soy processing, pending development of a tracking mechanism to ensure their crop is coming from environmentally responsible producers (Kaufman
2007). Earlier boycotts by the Rainforest Action Network
(RAN) prompted several major U.S. retail chains, including
Home Depot and Lowe’s, to alter their buying policies to
favor more-sustainable timber products (Gunther 2004).
RAN also helped to convince some of the world’s biggest
financial firms, including Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan
Chase, Citigroup Inc., and Bank of America Corp, to modify their lending and funding practices for forestry projects
(Graydon 2006).
The impacts of such activities are far from trivial. Corporations perceived as ‘environmental bad guys’ can see
their market shares fall rapidly. For example, Asian Pulp
and Paper (APP), widely criticized for promoting forest
destruction in Sumatra, has had its supply contracts cancelled by major retailers such as Office Depot, Walmart,
Staples, and Woolworths (Hance 2008a). By running afoul
of environmental groups like Rainforest Alliance and

World Wildlife Fund, APP could long be tainted as an undesirable business partner.
Many industries, motivated in part by fears of negative
publicity, have established coalitions that claim to promote
environmental sustainability among their members. Examples of such industry groups include Aliança da Terra for
Amazonian cattle ranchers, the Roundtable on Sustainable
Palm Oil in Southeast Asia, and the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC) for the global timber industry. Environmental groups are increasingly focusing on such trade
groups. Rather than attempting to monitor hundreds of different corporations, conservationists feel they can have a
big impact by striking just a few industrial pressure points.
For example, Greenpeace recently revealed that food giants
like Nestlé, Procter and Gamble, and Unilever were using
palm oil grown on recently deforested lands, despite assurances to the contrary from the Roundtable on Sustainable
Palm Oil (Anon. 2008). Likewise, the FSC has come under
fire by environmentalists as well as the Wall Street Journal
for a variety of perceived sins, such as initially sanctioning
APP operations in Sumatra (Hance 2008b).
Corporations are also being swayed by carrots as well
as sticks. Firms that buy into sustainability enjoy growing
consumer preferences and may receive premium prices for
their eco-friendly products. For instance, ‘green’ timber
products accounted for $7.4 billion in sales in the United
States in 2005, and are expected to grow to $38 billion
there by 2010 (Yaussi 2006). Support for eco-certified
wood products is even stronger in Europe. Unfortunately,
many suppliers in the tropical timber and wood-products
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industries, including China, the world’s largest exporter of
wood products, still are largely missing out on this growing
market niche.
Lessons for the tropical timber industry
The tropical timber industry is vulnerable to boycotts
and negative publicity, for at least three reasons. First, only a
small fraction of tropical forest slated for timber production
(~5%) is legitimately eco-certified. Second, as discussed
above, logging is an indirect but nonetheless major driver of
tropical deforestation (Laurance 2000, 2001; Asner et al.
2005). Third, corruption and illegal trade are still endemic
in the industry (Smith et al. 2003; Laurance 2004), despite
efforts by ITTO and other entities/initiatives, such as
FLEGT, COMIFAC, PFBC, AFLEG, and FORCOMS, to
improve forest governance (Jensen 2007; Mertens and
Méthot 2008).
Conservation organizations are already promoting a full
boycott of Indonesian timbers in the United States and are
eyeing wider bans on other timber importers. The broad
perception that much of the tropical timber imported by Chinese wood manufacturers is illegal or unsustainable
(Ekström and Goetzl 2007; Rubin 2007) increases the
chances of a general boycott of Chinese wood products
(Laurance 2008). The Chinese government recently released a draft forestry handbook to provide guidelines for its
companies operating overseas, but the country’s timber exports remain at high risk in sensitive markets.
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Timber-producing countries are also raising their expectations for wood importing corporations and countries.
The tendency for China and other wood manufacturing
nations to import unprocessed logs (Kozak and Canby
2007), which provides little local employment in timberexporting nations, makes them vulnerable to adverse reactions. For example, the key timber-producing nations in
Central Africa—Cameroon, Central African Republic,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Republic of Congo, and
Gabon, collectively responsible for nearly 40% of all
tropical timber exports—are reducing raw-log shipments
and introducing legislation to require local manufacturing
and value-adding for their timber products (Langbour and
Gérard 2007).
The bottom line is that the tropical timber industry can
expect an increasingly hard line from environmental
groups and consumers, as part of a broader effort to combat the growing impacts on forests of industrialization and
globalization. Although many in the tropical timber industry believe a ‘use it or lose it’ approach is the best way
to promote natural forest maintenance, the industry is one
of the most conspicuous—and therefore vulnerable—
exploiters of forests. Unless it moves aggressively toward
effective self-policing, it will increasingly find itself the
target of adverse actions and publicity. The smart tack
under such circumstances is to take environmental sustainability seriously. Link to full articles with references at
www.itto.int/en/tfu/.

24th Annual HAWAII WOOD GUILD Exhibit
January 30th—February 27th, 2010
Tuesday—Saturday 10 AM—5 PM
Now at Isaacs Art Center in Waimea
65-Kawaihae Roard,
Kamuela, HI 96743
Opening Reception
Saturday, January 30th, 5-8 PM
Meet talented woodworkers from across Hawai’i Island
For more information, visit www,HawaiiWoodGuild.com
or call the Isaacs Art Center at 885-5884
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Hawaii’s Woodshow™ 2010 Announces New Award
Newly Created Award Will Recognize the Importance of Koa

H

awaii’s Woodshow, HFIA’s 18th annual statewide juried woodworking exhibition, is scheduled for March
27 through April 11, 2010 at the Honolulu Academy Art Center. A Koa: Standing the Test of Time award
will be presented by the Hawai’i Department of Agriculture at the Opening Night Reception on Friday,
March 26, 2010. The winning candidate will be the one who best meets the following criteria:
! Demonstrates the use of innovative approaches, techniques or technologies in improving the quality of Hawaii's forests.
! Demonstrates leadership and has the ability to serve as a model for other efforts in Hawaii.
! Demonstrates a general concern for the overall welfare of Hawaii's environment and has a positive impact
in the community.
! Demonstrates creativity or uniqueness in their efforts to promote Hawaii forest sustainability, particularly
in regards to Koa as part of their everyday business, hobby or passion.
Nomination forms can be downloaded from HFIA website at www.hawaiiforest.org. Entry deadline is
March 1, 2010. Individuals may nominate themselves or a person or organization they feel is deserving of recognition. The winning candidate will receive a cash award of $200 and an award certificate presented by the
Hawai’i Department of Agriculture.
Hawaii’s Woodshow includes display of remarkable heirloom-quality works made from Koa, Mango,
Kamani, Milo, Norfolk pine, macadamia nut, Kiawe and other Hawaii-grown woods. Pieces entered in the
Show must be made predominantly from locally-grown woods, and certain rare or endangered species are prohibited. The Show encourages artists to use local, sustainable species that have been planted and brought to
maturity here in Hawai’i.
Hawaii’s Woodshow 2010 will be open to the public from 11:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. Tuesdays through
Sundays, March 27 through April 11, 2010. There is no charge for admission, however a $5 donation is suggested to help HFIA in its efforts to promote healthy and productive forests. For more information, contact
Marian Yasuda at (808) 221-5171 or mnyasuda@hawaii.rr.com.

Patrick Kramer.

Michael Smith.

Don Albrecht.

Photos from Hawaii’s Woodshow 2009: © 2009, Hal Lum.

Kahi Ching.
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Mahalo Renewing Members
Business Members
Rick Rutiz- Executive Director, Ma Ka Hana Ka‘ike
Tay W. Perry-President, Tay W. Perry, Inc.
Elin Walburn-CEO, Teichner Walburn & Associates, LLC
Les Goya-Vice President, Queen Emma Land Company

Individual Members
Nick Dudley
Aaron Hammer
William E. Kleiner
Dr. Robert LaReaux
Thomas A. Loudat
C. Dudley Pratt, Jr.
Terry Quisenberry

Mahalo New Members
Corporate Members
Ed Takayesu - President, Maui Custom Woodworks, Inc.

Individual Members
Bev Harbin
Richard McCormick
Michael Grier

!

We Need Your Help!

Your invited

Hawaii’s Woodshow
Silent Auction Donations
Needed
If you can help,
please contact
Marian Yasuda at
myasuda@hawaii.rr.com
or 808-221-5171

WHAT: HFIA’s Annual General Meeting
WHERE: Tradewinds Forest Products
39-3324 Old Mamalahoa Hwy.
Ookala, HI 96774
WHEN: Friday, January 22, 2010
5:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Stay tuned for more information.
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HFIA Corporate Members
Robert Jolley, American Forest Management, Inc.
Mary and Eric Bello, Bello's Millwork Inc.
J. Scott Meidell, Haleakala Ranch
James Quinn, Hawaii Island Hardwoods, LLC
Gwen Gomes, Honomalino Wood Mill Inc.
Peter Simmons, Kamehameha Schools
Tom Zelko, King & Zelko Hawaiian Woodworks
Michael Tam, Martin & MacArthur, Ltd.
Ed Takayesu - President, Maui Custom Woodworks, Inc.
Joyce H. Doty - CEO, Na Aina Kai Botanical Gardens
Fred Smales, Plywood Hawaii, Inc.
Mike Lindstrom, Specialty Forest Products, Inc.
Don Bryan, Tradewinds Forest Products, LLC
Dave Sweitzer, Western Hardwood Association
Carol Akimoto, Woodcraft Hawaii

HFIA Business Members
Sally Rice, Agro Resources, Inc.
Aileen Yeh, Aileen's Nursery-Po`o Wai U;
Hawaii Agriculture Research Center
Jay Warner, Awapuhi Farms & Mill
Bart Potter, C. Barton Potter Co.
Cliff Johns, Cliff Johns Gallery
Richard Cunningham, Cunningham Gallery
James Dunn
Tim and Tiffany Shafto, DeEtte & Alan
Mats Fogelvik, Fogelvik Furniture
Guy Cellier and Nicholas Koch Forest Solutions, Inc.
Jill Wagner, Future Forests Nursery, LLC
Gerhard Osterberger, G.O. Fine Woodworking
Gregg Smith, Gregg Smith - Woodturner
Roy Lambrecht - Hardwoods and Cabinet Supplies/
Roy Lambrecht Woodworking, INC.
Jeff Gomes, Hawaii Bookmark/Jeff’s Workbench
Curtis Wilmington, Hawaiian Accessories, Inc.
Vedad Kulalic, Hawaiian Fine Woodcraft LLC
Jeffrey Dunster, Hawaiian Legacy Hardwoods
Lance Dunbar, Kainalu Ranch
Charles Gerdes, Kalaau Graphics
Sandy Brodie, Kaua'i Koa Farm

David Longacre - Owner, Kawika Tropical Fruit Orchards
Ron Kent
Greg Blomgren, Koa Hawaiiana
Kent Lighter, Kohala Nui Farms
Rick Rutiz, Ma Ka Hana Ka‘ike
James Mehrwein, McKenzie River Associates
Andy Parker, Parker Productions Unlimited
Robert Puakea Jr.
Les Goya, Queen Emma Land Company
Mike Robinson, Resource Management
Aaron Lau, Simply Wood Studios
Martin Mansson, Swedish Woodwork & Design
Tai Lake, Tai Lake Fine Woodworking
Tay Perry, Tay W. Perry, Inc.
Elin Walburn, Teichner Walburn & Associates
J. B. Friday, University of Hawaii, CTAHR
Alan Wilkinson, Wilkinson Koa Furniture
Kevin Carl, William & Zimmer Woodworkers
Jorma Winkler, Winkler Woods, LLC
Roy Tsumoto, Woodcraft by Roy Tsumoto
Hidetaka Yamauchi, Yamaichi Fancy Veneer

Mahalo for Your Continued Support!

HAWAI`I FOREST INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS
Mike Robinson, President
Lloyd Jones, Vice President
Mats Fogelvik, Secretary
Peter Simmons, Treasurer
DIRECTORS
KAUAI
William Cowern
Stephen Smith
OAHU
Lloyd Jones
Nick Dudley
MAUI
Kip Dunbar
Mats Fogelvik
HAWAI`I
Mike Robinson
Peter Simmons
AT-LARGE
Don Bryan
Tai Lake
Larry Nitz
Bob Osgood
James Quinn
Sally Rice
Jay Warner
Ed Winkler

20
YEARS
1989-2009

Aileen Yeh

HAWAI’I FOREST INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
P. O. Box 66
O’okala, HI 96774
Phone: 808-933-9411
Email: hfia@hawaiiforest.org
Website: www.hawaiiforest.org

